AUTONOMOUS ONBOARD SCIENCE DATA ANALYSIS FOR COMET MISSIONS
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Figure 1. Plume detection by identifying the nucleus. Left: computational edge detection. Center: a convex hull of
edge points. Right: bright areas outside the nucleus are plumes. Image credit: NASA/JPL/UMD.

ABSTRACT
Coming years will bring several comet rendezvous
missions. The Rosetta spacecraft arrives at Comet
67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko in 2014. Subsequent
rendezvous might include a mission such as the
proposed Comet Hopper with multiple surface landings,
as well as Comet Nucleus Sample Return (CNSR) and
Coma Rendezvous and Sample Return (CRSR). These
encounters will begin to shed light on a population that,
despite several previous flybys, remains mysterious and
poorly understood. Scientists still have little direct
knowledge of interactions between the nucleus and
coma, their variation across different comets or their
evolution over time. Activity may change on short
timescales so it is challenging to characterize with
scripted data acquisition. Here we investigate automatic
onboard image analysis that could act faster than roundtrip light time to capture unexpected outbursts and
plume activity. We describe one edge-based method for
detect comet nuclei and plumes, and test the approach
on an existing catalog of comet images. Finally, we
quantify benefits to specific measurement objectives by
simulating a basic plume monitoring campaign.
1.

BACKGROUND

Previous comet encounters include international flybys
of 1P/Halley, the flyby of 81P/Wild by Stardust, the
Deep Impact and NeXT encounters with 9P/Tempel 1,
and a Deep Space 1 flyby of 19P/Borrelly. These few
encounters have already revealed a very diverse
population. Comets vary in size by orders of magnitude,
with most having heterogeneous texture, albedo and
composition. Each new visit reveals features not seen in
previous cases. Tempel 1 has morphological evidence of

active geologic processes including scarps and outflows
[1]. Its surface undergoes continuous modification,
with visible change during the years between two
flybys. The EPOXI flyby of comet Hartley 2 shows
skyscraper-size spires, flat featureless plains that outgas
H2O, regions of rough and mottled texture, bands of
various shapes, and diverse surface albedo. Comets’
active areas range from 10-90%, changing over time
and distance to the sun. They manifest as both localized
jets and diffuse regions (Figure 1). Still more exotic,
recently discovered “active asteroids” suggest that
primitive ice could survive for billions of years in the
inner solar system. This challenges the fundamental
distinction between comets and asteroids [2].
A fundamental underlying question is the temporal
evolution and driving mechanisms of comet surface
activity. It is likely that comet activity changes on
timescales faster than ground control’s traditional
command cycle and uplink interval. Faster reaction
time will be important to characterize the dynamic
activity profile.
Additionally, future rendezvous
missions would linger close to the surface where
unexpected transient bursts could create navigation
hazards for the spacecraft. Reacting on short timescales
would thus be important to maintain safety during
proximity operations.
Onboard data analysis could help address the challenge.
Automated activity detection via morphology [3,4] or
thermal properties [5] could analyze images onboard the
spacecraft and prioritize active areas for selective
caching and downlink.
Instruments such as
spectrometers or framing cameras can already collect
more data than could be downlinked to Earth on tactical
timescales [6].
Onboard detection could enable
redundant image acquisition at high cadence, with

Inputs: Set of image pixels I = {i1, i1, … in); median filter width ψ; edge detection thresholds θ1 and θ2; plume
detection threshold ϕ; a size threshold κ
Outputs: A set of segments S={S1 , S2, … , Sn} corresponding to connected pixel regions containing plumes; a
convex polygon comprised of pixels P={p1, p1, … pn) containing the nucleus
Begin DetectPlumes(I, ψ, θ1, θ2, ϕ, κ)
F ← MedianFilter(I, ψ)
E = {e : e ∈Canny(F, θ1, θ2)}
G = {g : gi ∈ConvHull(E)}
P = {p : p ∈ G, p > ϕ)
C= {Ci : Ci = {ci : ci ∈P}, |c| > κ, Ci is simply 4-connected}
S = { s : s ∈ C, s is not on nucleus or touching boundary}
Return S, P

compute median-filered image
compute the set of edge points
compute convex hull of edge points
image-wide intensity threshold
connected components
post-filtering rules

Algorithm 2. Plume detection in a single image
priority transmission of any data containing outburst or
plume events. Onboard detection would also permit
adaptive instrument targeting. Here target selection in a
context instrument directs a high-resolution sensor like
a narrow- Field of View camera or spectrometer [7,
8,1]. For example, the Deep Impact Mission used a
targeted slit observed the brightest image pixels to track
a probe impact [1]. Active image analysis could extend
this approach to track any transient outbursts. Finally,
onboard processing could trigger evasion to rapidly
avoid the most hazardous outbursts.
Onboard image analysis is a maturing technology.
Previous studies used computer vision techniques to
track asteroid surface features for navigation and
odometry [9]. Planetary studies have also demonstrated
reliable surface feature detection [7, 10] and crater
detection [11,12].
Temporal change detection in
remote sensing is broad topic with surface and deep
space applications [13].
However, for comet
applications the problem of separating plume from
nucleus is fundamental to many science data collection
activities. Moreover, it necessarily precedes many
subsequent analysis tasks that focus on one or the other.
The next section will detail one specific algorithm for
detecting both plumes and nucleus.
2.

PLUME DETECTION APPROACH

Several domain constraints guide our algorithm design.
First, we desire that the method be computationally
efficient for fast operation on radiation-certified
spacecraft processors.
It should provide robust
performance across different illumination conditions.
Spacecraft pose and the comet shape would both be
uncertain during the initial characterization phase, so it
is important that the algorithm not rely on strong
assumptions about geometry. However, it is reasonable
to expect that the image intensity might be normalized
through a priori information or gain adjustment. Some
limited parameter tuning for the specific characteristics

of the instrument should be possible in a real mission.
However, we still desire robust performance for offnominal imaging, new invented uses, or other violations
of our base assumptions.
The proposed strategy finds the nucleus within each
image and masks it; any bright remaining pixels
correspond to plume activity (Figure ) Our nucleus
detection exploits the fact that comas are generally
diffuse, while the nucleus is solid with a high-contrast
terminator. Thus, edge detection reliably identifies
points on the nucleus. After a preliminary denoising
operation with a radius 5 median filter we apply the
Canny edge detection algorithm [14]. This operation
generally scales in proportion to image size. It uses
some initial convolutional filtering operations and a
subsequent hysteresis threshold that detects weak edges
with support from their immediate neighbors.
The resulting set of edge points lies on the high-contrast
horizon edge as well as interior edges from surface
texture. We next form a nucleus “mask” by finding the
subset of edge points that lie on the exterior contour.
Planetary contours have smoothly-curved surfaces that
can be found with a parametric fit [4] or Random
Sample Consensus (RANSAC) approach [15,3] For
comets with more irregular shapes, like the bilobate
form of Hartley 2 (Figure ), we model the nucleus using
a conservative convex hull of edge points [16,3].
The 2D convex hull algorithm scales according to O(n
log n) in the number of edge pixels, similar to an
efficient sorting operation. This yields a subset of edge
points whose polygon defines the nucleus mask. We
apply an intensity threshold to the resulting exterior
pixels and join them into connected components that
constitute plumes (Figure right). As a final filter on
poorly-localized plumes, we ignore any detection whose
centroid lies on the nucleus or whose extent spans the
entire image bounding box. Finally, we remove
spurious detections by requiring each plume to have an
area of at least κ (100 pixels in our case),

Figure 2. Comet plume detections from the EPOXI Hartley 2 sequence. Images from left to right: PIA13579,
PIA13578, PIA 13570, PIA13600. Credit: NASA/JPL/UMD.

Figure 3. Comet images from Tempel 1 and Borrelley, Left to right: PIA02140, PIA202123, PIA03501, PIA02133.
The saturated Borrelley plume fails the bounding box filtering rule and is not detected. Credit: NASA/JPLCaltech/UMD.

Figure 4: Several null cases with no obvious plumes. Left to right: PIA06285, PIA2125, PIA00136, PIA00135.
Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech.
Error! Reference source not found.Figure 1
illustrates the procedure. We refer the reader to Canny
[14] for details of the “canny” edge detection
subroutine, and Graham [16] for one convex hull
algorithm suitable for the “ConvHull” subroutine. The
important user-tunable parameters are the edge
detection thresholds for the Canny procedure, the
intensity threshold for detection and the size threshold
κ. We find performance to be stable across a wide
range of parameter thresholds.
Our tests evaluate plume detection performance on the
existing catalog of cometary plume images, including
images of Hartley 2 and Tempel 1. We developed the
algorithm on image PIA13570 only, and then fixed
these parameters for tests on the entire catalog. Figures
2, 3, and 4 show typical success and failure cases. Table
1 summarizes the results on the entire data set, and
Figure 5 shows the computation time requirements as a
function of image size. The plumes in the Tempel 1
images are the artificial result of the collision with the

Deep Impact impactor spacecraft, but we include these
frames to demonstrate cross-scene performance.
Failures occur only when the plume fills the majority of
the frame.
3.

SCIENCE YIELD

Here we aim to quantify the potential yield of an
onboard activity monitoring campaign. We consider
reference trajectories for the Rosetta encounter with
Comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko in 2014. These
represent a typical mapping scenario. The Rosetta
operations plan calls for new trajectories to be specified
at three-week intervals with more regular weekly
updates to the data collection during each trajectory
[17]. It is believed that there will be approximately
three to five trajectory updates prior to the final delivery
of the Philae lander to the surface. Plume activity bears
on landing site safety so it will be particularly important
to capture any image evidence of plumes during this
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Hartley 2
Hartley 2
Hartley 2
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present
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PIA03505
PIA03501
PIA03504
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PIA03500
PIA13578
PIA13601
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PIA00069
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c
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Table 1 Performance. Notes: (a) diffuse coma, no
obvious plume; (b) filtered by the bounding box rule; (c)
training image used to develop the algorithm.

Dec. 6 2014. Keeping to this interval, we can simulate
the effect of a monitoring campaign while ignoring the
more complex and mission-specific challenge of
adaptive trajectory selection.
We model the nucleus a triaxial ellipsoid. Targets
appear as points at randomly distributed latitude /
longitude coordinates at an altitude of 200m above the
surface (Figure 6 Right). We simulate 1000 events that
appear at random times and last up to three weeks. We
then apply geometric and illumination constraints to
compute the time interval during which this target could
be visible to the spacecraft. We perform these
calculations with assistance from data and software
provided by the NASA Navigation and Ancillary
Information Facility [18]. We require that any detected
plume be illuminated by the sun. It must not lie
between the nucleus and the observer (in which case it
is beneath the limb and therefore invisible to our
approach). It cannot be occluded by the nucleus.
One key performance metric is the rate at which
transient activity can be captured by followup data
collection. Figure 7 shows the performance result of a
monitoring approach in which a new jet triggers some
dynamic reaction such as selective caching or followup.
The left panel shows the fraction of captured targets that
can be re-imaged during the same trajectory, showing a
smooth decline due to occlusion and eventually a
steeper degredation due to the finite lifespan of the
event itself. The days of coverage possible for detected
targets’ followup measurements decline in proportion to
reaction time. In addition to imaging the temporal
evolution of the plume, it will be important for a
monitoring campaign to capture many different
spacecraft and solar angles to fully characterize plume
dust reflectance properties. Figures 8 and 9 shows
performance for these metrics. The wide range in
science yield underscores the benefits of catching the
plume as early as possible in order to improve the
diversity of illumination conditions.
4.

Figure 5. Time requirements vs. image size for the
onboard plume detection algorithm, using the
representative comet and asteroid images in Table 1.
initial period.
The spacecraft trajectories will be non-Keplerian, but a
simple elliptical orbit segment can approximate a single
trajectory’s coverage. Figure 6 shows a hypothetical
reference segment spanning the first three weeks of the
characterization phase. This elliptical path encircles the
nucleus along the terminator at an altitude of
approximately 30km. The Rosetta spacecraft will
follow each trajectory for three weeks at a time. Here
we focus on the three-week interval from Nov. 15 to

DISCUSSION

Overall these tests suggest that onboard activity
detection could significantly improve science yield of a
plume monitoring campaign. For activity events lasting
16 days, a hypothetical 14 day ground-in-the-loop
planning cycle would permit active followup of
approximately 25% of the actual events, while a 7-day
planning cycle would increase this fraction to 65%. In
contrast, onboard detection and followup would capture
95% of the events. The mean range of solar zenith
angles for viewing each detected active region would
increase from approximately 10 degrees (for the 14 day
planning cycle), to 45 degrees per event. The contrast is
even starker for shorter events, such as sub-day
outbursts where onboard reaction appears vital to
acquire any followup measurements at all.

Figure 6: Simulated encounter. (Left) The trajectory of the spacecraft around the comet nucleus. (Right) Simulated
surface activity events.

Figure 7: Performance vs. reaction time, for various automated plume monitoring strategies. Figures show the fraction
of events captured in followup images (Left) and the span of solar zenith angles included in followup imagery (Right).
Naturally, other adaptive target selection approaches are
possible
and
designers
could
complement
morphological plume detection with temporal change
detection or thermal analysis. Regardless of the specific
approach, these simulations suggest onboard data
analysis will be invaluable to understand transient
activity on sub-day timescales. A monitoring campaign
with a small optional resource allowance could
considerably shorten the planning cycle, activating prevalidated followup options whenever plumes are
detected. This could unlock the temporal dimension of
cometary activity and significantly improve our
understanding of the nucleus/coma interaction.
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